ancora was developed to bring simplicity to a technology that historically has been complex, over-priced, and difficult to configure, install, use, and maintain.

What makes ancora different?

- Semi-structured forms, such as invoices and PO’s as well as structured and unstructured forms all in one solution.
- A robust patented classification and categorization engine leveraging artificial intelligence and neural networks eliminating the requirement for separator sheets in document preparation.
- Our unassisted machine learning algorithms provides automatic, self-learning for fast setup of previously unseen documents.
- Setup a new customer in hours, not days or weeks. A new customer can be processing invoices or forms the first day.
- Simple installation and setup making it easy to cost justify an advanced capture solution for SMB and enterprise customers.
- Available to deploy as a true multi-tenant cloud solution. All clients are 100% web based requiring a zero footprint install.
- OCR support for over 40 different languages & localized for Spanish, German & French
- A very simple pricing and licensing model, all licenses include unlimited pages, unlimited verify users and unlimited scan/import/export workstations, a single part number includes all required components.